The temperature dependence of a charge mobility in a model DNA based on Holstein Hamiltonian is calculated for 4 types of homogeneous sequences It has turned out that upon rescaling all 4 types are quite similar. Two types of rescaling, i.e. those for low and intermediate temperatures, are found. The curves obtained are approximated on a logarithmic scale by cubic polynomials. We believe that for model homogeneous biopolymers with parameters close to the designed ones, one can assess the value of the charge mobility without carrying out resource-intensive direct simulation, just by using a suitable approximating function.
I. INTRODUCTION
Presently, considerable attention of researchers is focused on biological macromolecules, such as DNA, which are a promising object to be used in nanobioelectronics [1, 2] , for example in constructing electronic biochips and using DNA as molecular wires. The value of conductivity in the chain can be assessed with the knowledge of charge mobility and concentration of free charges.
Our calculations are based on Holstein model. Despite its simplicity this model is widely used for description of DNA charge transport [3] [4] [5] [6] . Using the semiclassical Holstein model we calculated a diffusion coefficient D from which the value of the charge mobility µ in homogeneous polyG, polyC, polyA and polyT DNA fragments was found (on the assumption that the charge formed on one DNA strand cannot jump to the other) for a wide range of thermostat temperatures T . For different chains occurring at the same temperature T , the calculated values of D are obviously different (the difference between polyA and polyT is nearly two orders of magnitude). However the temperature dependence of the diffusion D(T ) seems to be alike in all the cases.
It turned out that upon rescaling of D and T by the values depending on the overlapping integral between neighbouring sites of the chain, all the graphs D(T ) lie very close to one another, on the interval 100-1000 K the difference not exceeding 5%. We believe that for a homogeneous biopolymer with parameters close to DNA-modeled ones, one can assess the value of the charge mobility at temperature T without carrying out model calculations, just by associating it with a point with appropriate coordinates on the "rescaled" graph.
The paper is arranged as follows. In Section II we introduce a semiclassical Holstein Hamiltonian and relevant motion equations which are modified by Langevin approach in such a way as to involve the terms responsible for the contribution of temperature fluctuations.
In this formulation, the problem is of interest not only for DNA but also for a wide range of one-dimensional molecular systems in which phonon dispersion is negligible. In Section III we describe an approach for calculating the diffusion coefficient of a quantum particle in a classical molecular chain. There we present parameter values for homogeneous nucleotide chains used in further calculations. In Section IV we give the calculation data obtained for the diffusion coefficient of a hole in homogeneous chains. It is shown that for these values, one can get universal approximations of their temperature dependencies in a wide temperature range. The results obtained can be used for any molecular chains with optical phonons. In Section V we consider Holstein Hamiltonian with dispersion. This Hamiltonian immediately stems from the Peyrard-Bishop model in the absence of anharmonicity [7] . Consideration of the chain dispersion in the case of DNA means taking account of the contribution of stacking interaction into its dynamics. In this case the temperature dependence of the diffusion coefficient also falls on the universal approximating curve obtained for medium temperatures. In this section we also investigate charge transfer in regular and homogeneous chains with regard to solvation effects. It is shown that for these chains, the approximation found does not suit. In Section VI we discuss the results obtained.
II. MODEL
Modeling is reduced to solving a system of ordinary differential equations which describe motion of a fast quantum particle (electron or a hole) over a chain of classical sites. In order to take account of the thermostat temperature, classical equations involve terms with viscous friction and random force possessing special statistical properties (Langevin equations). Calculations are carried out for a large number of simulations (i.e., dynamics of charge distribution from various initial conditions and with various values of random force) so that to calculate subsequently the values of macroscopic physical quantities "averaged over simulations".
The model is based on Holstein Hamiltonian for a discrete chain of sites [8] (Holstein considered a chain of two-atom sites, in the case of DNA a complementary nucleotide pair is thought to be a site [9] [10] [11] ). In a semiclassical approximation, choosing a wave function Ψ in the form Ψ = N n=1 b n |n , where b n is the amplitude of the probability of the charge (electron or hole) occurrence on the n-th site (n = 1, . . ., N, N is the chain length), we write down the averaged Hamiltonian:
Here ν mn (m = n) are matrix elements of the electron transition between m-th and n-th sites (depending on overlapping integrals), ν nn is the electron energy on the n-th site. We use the nearest neighbour approximation, i.e. ν mn = 0, if m = n ± 1; suppose that intrasite oscillationsũ n about the centre mass are small and can be considered to be harmonical; believe that the probability of charge's occurence on sites depends linearly on sites displacements u n , α ′ is a coupling constant, M is the nth site's effective mass, K is the elastic constant.
Motion equations of Hamiltonian (1) have the form:
To model a thermostat, subsystem (3) involves the term with friction (γ is the friction coefficient) and the random forceÃ n (t) such that Ã n (t) = 0, Ã n (t)Ã m (t+s) = 2k B Tγ n δ nm δ(s)
. This way of imitating the environmental temperature with the use of Langevin equations (3) is well known [12] [13] [14] .
III. ON THE CALCULATION OF THE DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT
We assessed the charge mobility in the following way [15, 16] . To calculate the mobility µ, one should find the time dependence of the mean-root-square displacement averaged over simulations X 2 (t) = N n=1 |b n | 2 n 2 at a given temperature T and then use it to derive the diffusion coefficient D which enables one to assess the charge mobility µ in the chain. Individual simulations are trajectories of the ordinary differential equations system from various initial conditions and with various values of the random force simulating the thermostat.
To nondimensionlize system (2),(3) let us choose arbitrary characteristic time τ ,t = τ t, and a characteristic size of displacement U * n ,ũ n = U * n u n . For a homogeneous chain, the nondimensionalized motion equations, determining the distribution of the charge along Nsite chain, have the form:
The relations between dimension and dimensionless parameters are as follows. Matrix elements η = ν n,n±1 τ / , frequencies of sites oscillation ω = τ K/M, γ = τγ/M. The characteristic size of displacements U * = τ /M is chosen such that the multiplier of the terms in (4) and (5) which are responsible for the interaction between the quantum and classical subsystems be the same, the coupling constant χ = α ′ τ 3 / M. Z n (t) is a Gaussian random variable with the distribution
where the dimensionless temperature is T = T /T * . In modeling we believe that the param- 
The values of the matrix elements which were used in calculations [17, 18] are given in Table I . Integrating numerically system (4), (5) from given initial conditions (at t = 0 classical displacements and site velocities are determined from the thermodynamic equilibrium distribution, and the charge is considered to be localized on one site in the center of the chain)
we find the charge dynamics and sites' trajectories at a given temperature in an individual simulation. Then we calculate X 2 (t) averaged over simulations and use it to find the diffusion coefficient D at a given "temperature" T:
Calculations of individual simulations were carried out by 2o2s1g-method [19] . The model parameters as applied to DNA are given in more detail, for example, in [20] .
IV. MAIN RESULTS
Since we are interested in the qualitative picture, all the results are presented in dimensionless form. A change to dimension values is simple. Here we give a formula to assess the dimension value of the mobility µ(T ) at a given temperature T [K] from the calculated dimensionless value of the diffusion coefficient D(T):
where a is the distance between neighboring sites of the molecular chain, e is the electron charge, T = T /T * . For DNA a ≈ 3.4Å. 
Graphs of approximating polynomials are shown in Fig. 4 .
The boundary value R ≈ 8 is chosen in the following way. For the results from the intercept T 1 ∈ [0, r], we calculated a summary deviation S 1 from the approximation curve y 1 (x), normalized by the number of results K, and on the second interval r < T 1 we found the same deviation S 2 from y 2 (x):
With increasing r, S 1 grows and S 2 decreases. The abscissa of intersection of their graphs is chosen to be a boundary of partitions R.
V. EXTENSIONS OF THE MODEL. TAKING ACCOUNT OF STACKING IN-TERACTION IN DNA
In DNA, of great importance is nonlinear stacking interaction Θ(ũ n −ũ n−1 ) [7, 21] , which
for small values of the difference has the form [21] Θ(ũ n −ũ n−1 ) = 1 2
More detailed Peyrard-Bishop model with nonlinear interaction between neighboring base pairs [7, 22] for the case of small site displacements can be reduced to the form similar to that of the dispersion term in equations for crystals.
Solvation effects play a great role in processes of charge transfer [23, 24] .
Earlier [20] we have calculated the hole mobility for polyG fragments of DNA in the cases of dispersion in classical chain and taking account of solvation effects. The total energy of the system has the form
Here K s is a constant determining the contribution of dispersion into the chain energy. In molecular crystals, the value of dispersion K s in a classical chain is usually small. For DNA, this is not the case. For DNA in [21] the value of stacking interaction was found to be K s ≈ 0.04 eV/AA 2 , and for intramolecular hydrogen bonds K ≈ 0.06 eV/AA 2 .
The energy of charge's solvation on the n-th site depends on the charge distribution density on the site [25] ,Φ is the effective solvation coefficient. In the calculations of diffusion coefficient we tookΦ = 1.04 eV [24] .
The dimensionless parameters are: k s = 6.4 · 10 −5 , Φ = 15.5. In calculations of individual simulations we added random force and friction into motion equations of classical sites, as aforesaid.
Using an approximating curve obtained for medium temperatures (II), we considered an "inverse problem" as applied to temperature dependencies D(T), founded for model with dispersion and solvation.
I.e., for homogeneous chains we have found the cubic polynomial approximation (9) For homogeneous chains with solvation Φ = 15.5, we failed to find a common matrix element η eff for different temperatures (see Table II ).
We also calculated mobility for regular fragments of the form of . . . ATATAT. . . and . . . GTGTGT. . . . In calculations of individual simulations, integration was performed for the (4), (5) system of equations (4), (5), in which matrix elements depended on the sequence type and the sites of the classical subsystem were assumed to be similar. The values of matrix elements were taken from [17, 18] : ν AT = 0.105 eV (η AT = 1.595), ν TA = 0.086 eV (η TA = 1.307), ν GT = 0.137 eV (η GT = 2.081), ν TG = 0.085 eV (η TG = 1.291). Then we tried to fit η eff , however η eff differs considerably for different temperatures (see Table II ).
As can be seen from Table II , for the case of chain with solvation we could not find a single value η eff for different temperatures. Also, the idea of η eff is not worked for regular polynucleotides. DNA is determined by overlapping of its wave functions at neighboring sites. In view of the model geometry, the overlapping integrals are virtually independent of the displacements.
Thus in Hamiltonian (1) we take into account the (intrasite) displacements for the diagonal matrix elements only.
In Su-Schrieffer-Heeger (SSH) model [26] , the non-diagonal matrix element dependence on inter-site displacements is considered. SSH model has been applied to DNA by the Conwell et al. [27] [28] [29] . Two important degrees of freedom in DNA chain are relative base pair displacements along the stack and the relative twist angles. It was shown [28] that since these degrees of freedom are not independent they can be taken into account by introducing the dependence of the matrix elements on the inter-site displacements with effective coupling constant. SSH model was applied to describe the properties of polarons in DNA in many works (see e.g. [30] [31] [32] and references therein). In the work [33] we calculated the hole mobility for Holstein model, SSH model and combined one (HSSH-model), in polyG at T = 300 K. The values obtained were similar. It is task for further research to verify the scaling laws for SSH and HSSH DNA model.
We considered the simple case of the harmonic potentials in the classical chain of sites. Holstein model with dispersion exactly corresponds to the Peyrard-Bishop model for DNA [22] , when sites displacements from their equilibrium positions are small [7] . This should undoubtedly be valid for low temperatures, however at room and higher temperatures the assumption of the displacements smallness can be incorrect. In this case consideration of the Peyrard-Bishop model which takes account of the chain anharmonicity becomes actual.
The authors are planning to study this problem in the future.
Based on the numerical results for Holstein semiclassical model, we can assume that charge mobility in molecular chain with dispersion and matrix element η 1 looks like mobility in chain without dispersion and matrix element η 2 , and η 1 < η 2 . Also, the approximated cubic curve is not valid for regular chains and for homogeneous chain with solvation. The curve can be applied for estimation of the hole mobility in "dry DNA" rather than in "DNA in a solvent".
We believe that in the range of "biologically significant" temperatures, for homogeneous biopolymers with parameters close to DNA parameters discussed, one can approximately assess the value of the charge mobility at temperature T without carrying out resourceintensive model calculations, just by associating it with a point with suitable coordinate T 1 and recalculating the diffusion coefficient.
